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Abilene Show Attracted
64 Hungry Collectors
The Abilene show continued to be a great
place to pick up needed parts and a few
unusual phones. Several reported brisk
sales of parts while others were content
with "unusual" sales of a wooden potbel~ly,
a coffin in the $5,000 range, common
potbellies, tandems and single boxers. A
few phones "walked" in off the streets as
well as pioneer paperweights at $1.25
each! A list of the attending members will
appear next month.

1988 SPRING SHOW
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
RECEIPTS:
Reservation fees
$ 228.00
Table fees
375.00
Banquet tickets
379.75
21.80
New member (1)
Auction tickets (50 items)
150.00
Auction donations (12)
123.00
81.50
Misc.
Total
$1359.05

* NEWSLETTER *
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An Open Letter To TCI Board Members
Walt Ay
TCI President:
I have been approached several times
during the past year and a half by TCI
members and asked to submit a
workable plan that would result in
having only one club.
Having given this considerable
thought, I do, as Chairman of the
Beard of Directors of ATCA, hereby
request that TCI absolve itself as an
organization effective as soon as a vote
of the TCI Board can be taken. It
would be the responsibility of the TCI
Board to clear any liabilities it may
have and to dispense of its assets in
any way it deems.
When that has been accomplished, the
ATCA Board has approved the

welcoming of all TCI members who are
not already ATCA members as fully
paid-up members of the ATCA. The
ATCA Board has approved the reissuing of original ATCA numbers to
any returning member.
The above plan may appear to be too
simple. I have intended it to be that
way. For those who have an axe to
grind, I want no part of it.
I implore the TCI Board to put politics
behind and to accept this proposal so
that we may work together to preserve
telephony.
Sincerely,
John Huckeby
ATCA Board Chairman

DISBURSEMENTS:
Sterl Hall rental
$ 265.00
Elks Club
286.75
Guard (2 nights)
100.00
Advertisement
38.36
Plaques
157.12
Coffee& donuts (2 Mornings) 120.00
Nametags for head table
2.00
Flowers
50.64
Total
$1019.87
Cash balance
$ 339.18

~laques

Awarded To Members
at the Spring Show

Most Educational - Rick Norwood;
Most Interesting - Jim Infurna; Best
CIS - Ken King; Best Overall- Derwood
Novak; Best Wall Phone - Dave Hart;
Most Unusual - George Ek

Derwood Novak displayed an interesting collection of candlesticks and old telephone
photographs.
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Early Telephone
Development
In Germany
PART II
by: George B. Shields &
Jurgen Winterberg
This is the last of a two part article
discussing German telephone development before World War II.
In our last article, we told of the birth
of German telephony and the early
developments made to standardize and
improve the quality and reliability of the
service. We also introduced you to some
of the pioneer manufacturers of German
telephones and a few of the hallmark
sets from those early years.
In this article we would like to discuss
the new phones and technology introduced before World War II which
heralded the age of universal service.
As the 1920's roared and technology
advanced, a steadily increasing number
of Germans had telephones installed in
homes and businesses. Due in part to
the rearmament program of the Third
Reich in the 1930's, the economy
revitalized rapidly and the demand for
telephone service grew even greater.
Because
of
several
technical
developments, the Deutsche Reichspost
was able to meet this great demand for
service.
In 1904 the first central battery (ZB)
exchanges were opened. The telephones
designed for use with this system were
the ZB-04, ZB-06, ZB-07 (wall set) and
ZB-08. The ZB-08 looked similar to the
popular "French Cradle Phone" which
we are all familiar with, but with a
slightly lower profile and a cradle
shaped-like the-cone found -on the
telephone OB-05.A 2mF capacator was
added to the list of internal components
for the ringer circuit, and a new
transmitter was used, especially designed for central battery use. ZB phones remained largely unchanged until after
the First World War. Then, occasionally, non-dial versions of automatic
telephones were used.
As mentioned last month, the rapidly increasing demand for service, combined with technical advancements and
changing tastes, necessitated
the
development of a new telephone which
could be easily mass produced, repaired
and universally used throughout the
Reichspost service area. This was the
W-28.
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Left: Reichspost W-28, Right: Bundespost W-49 Photo by: Deborah L. Gardner
Designed by Siemens & Halske in
Technical advancements within the
1928, it featured the first bakelite handReichspost network kept pace with
set which was sleek, lightweight and in-;
telephone design ini the finaL years
corporated new acoustic designs over a
before the war. Coaxial cable was installhigh-efficiencytransmitter and the first
ed to carry trunk calls from city to cireplaceable receiver capsule ever used in
ty. This helped make possible an ina German telephone.
teresting quirk in the history of German
The rest of the set was new, too. The
.telephony - the first picture phone serbody was smaller, had a lower profile
vice! Although technically crude by tothan previous models and came in two
day's standards, "Fernseh-Telefon" serparts. The top, containing the cradle
vice was inaugurated between Berlin,
and dial, mounted to the base which
Leipzig, Nuremberg and Munich in 1938
held the capacator, induction coil and
by placing specially equipped phone
ringer. The basic top was standardized
boothes in post offices in those cities.
and used on many various telephones
Using Fernseh-Telefon service could'
ranging from single line home sets to
be difficult. Because the only picture
multi-line office sets and centrals. Even
phone stations were in post offices, you
some postwar pay telephones used this
had to pre-arrange with the party you
rugged and adaptable part!
wished to call to be in a particular picI find this telephone especially
ture phone booth at a certain exact time.
fascinating because of an interesting
Once the connection was established,
design quirk. Because the dial shunting
the picture quality left something to be
contacts were connected to the internal
desired, because although fully elecnetwork before the switchhook, a locktronic, Fernseh- Telefon used only 90
ing mechanism with linkage between
lines of resolution (compared with 625
the cradle shaft and dial was used to
lines in modern German television or
"lock" the dial from turning when the
525 lines in the United States). In spite
set was on the hook. This prevented
of this however, Fernseh-Telefon mark'!.sh0~e
phone-and unintentiorrai= - -ed the first regular picturephone service
ly closing the local loop. Postwar
anywhere. The service was discontinued
telephones such as the W-49 pictured
at the outbreak of hostilities and did not
above, dispensed with this arrangement
resume afterwards.
in favor of more conventional dial
Other advancements were made, princonnections.
cipally in networking and switching
Early versions of the W-28 were all
capabilities. By 1939 for example, it was
metal. However, due to Germany's
possible to direct-dial all points in normilitary buildup in the late 30's and
thern Bavaria, encompassing over thirWorld War II, the need to conserve raw
ty local network groups. All this set the
materials made it necessary to make
stage for rapid and varied system
these sets with bakelite bodies, although
development following the war.
the bases continued to be made from
We hope that these articles have
metal As the war went on and Germany
aroused interest jn German telephones,
became increasingly hard pressed for
and we encourage other members to
raw materials, the ringer gongs in these
contact us should they want more infor-.
sets (and the newer W-38 which looks
mation or help on any German equiplike the W-49) were replaced by glass
ment which they might have.
gongs.
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SPRING SHOW

Al Farmer is mighty proud of his Sunburst Strowger.

Steve Stacey looks as if he is being heldup, even after $10 a box price for parts.

The professors, Bob Newall and Ken
King, scavenge a box of Greg Russel's
parts.

That speeding state trooper in Missouri is probably Dave Hart on his way to add
another fiddleback to his collection.

Rick Norwood of
Tennessee had a
beautiful display
of W.E. desksets.
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George Psorakis from Australia poses
with John Infurna's W.E. Vanity.
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NEW MEMBERS
WENDELL PIGG, No. 1640
126 North Laurel Circle
Columbia, TN 38401
Tel: (615) 388-5462
DAVID CONNER, No. 1641
9754 Cedar Ct.
Cypress, CA 90630
JIM BAKER, No. 1642
704 Medway Rd.
Hagerstown, MD 21740
JAMES HARSHBARGER, No. 1643
2272 Saratoga Bay Dr.
West Palm Beach, FL 33409
Tel: (407) 684-8683
JOHN HAMMOND, No. 1644
124 Maple St.
Springport, MI 49284
Tel: (517) 857-3000
MICHAEL NISKA, No. 1645
3027 S.E. Cornutt
Hillsboro, OR 97123
MARVIN WEAVER, No. 1646
531 W. Main St.
Denison, TX 75020
Tel: (214) 463-5451
MICHAEL TOWERS, No. 1647
Lincoln Ctr., 7800 LH. 10 West
San Antonio; TX 78238
Tel: (512) 349-6061
DENNIS OWENS, No. 1648
212 Caroline Ave.
Villas, NJ 08251
Tel: (609) 886-3352
STEPHEN WOLSKI, No. 1649
59041 Indian Trail
New Haven, MI 48048
Tel: (313) 749-3619
DAVE McMAHON, No. 1650
7717 Preston Dr.
Wonder Lake, IL 60097
Tel: (815) 728-1943

This unusual fan, by W.E., sold for over
$1300 at the Abilene, KS show.
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ADS ARE STILL FREE1178 Cline Crescent
AS SPACE PERMITS _
Ontario K2C

g~~:~:,

PLEASE SUBMIT THEM BY
THE 15TH OF EACH MONTH
KEN KIGHTLY, No. 201
560 Agnes St.
Victoria, B.C. Canada
V8Z 2E4
Tel: (604) 479-3348
Every year is an exciting year for
veteran telephone collector #201, Ken
Kightly, who lives on the west coast of
Canada, and has been with the ATCA
for 15 years!
It is nice to find the phone - a pony
Blake desk stand, as on page 66, upper
right, Ron Knappens book, (also see picture.) I would like to thank all my fellow
eastern Canadian collectors in Halifax,
Nova Scotia, for letting me find the rare
phone at a give away price at a regular
auction there. It is all there and well
marked:
PROPERTY
OF
THE
BELL
TELEPHONE
CO. OF CANADA,
PATENTED 1883, other patents applied for, Blake crank, large wheel 3-bar
mag and coil, spear hook, 2-red band
Canadian receiver - marked 1877 on
receiver cap, and Blake transmitter.
If there are other members within our
club who have one of these phones,
please let me know more about the
history of it. Any information would be
greatly appreciated.
NOTE FROM THE
OFFICE MANAGER:
Please send a carbon copy of your
answer when sending information to
Ken concerning
his request
for
information.
We have had other members asking for
the answers to questions which have appeared in the newsletter, and ,,:ish ~
print the answers to those questions m
the future.

2P2
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Tel: (613) 723-4777
WANTED
Faceplate for North thick shaf~. Also
need the switchhook. I am also In need
of three drops for the 1317A switchboard below. Also need red ringer key
knobs.

KEN TAYLOR, No. 655
3506 Winway
San Mateo, CA 94403
Tel: (415) 345-7781
WANTED
Hanging transmitter assembly for a
Stromberg-Carlson switchboard.
JAMES BARR, No. 350
P.O. Box 197
Hobart, NY 13788
Tel: (607) 538-9144
FOR SALE
WE steel nldial cis bulldog tran .
$65
en
all sets
page 618, Ron's bo
'.
Some
"
some have two
lights. $12 each for one light, 5 or more
$10 each. $14 each for two lights, 5 or
more $12 each 0 WE metal wall
12-button intercom, $65 0 Kellogg red
bar desk sets, $20 each 0 SC intercoms, buttons in center, $50 (all 3) 0
WE non-dial 300 sets, 2 metal, one ~
bakelite, came from Camp Upton Army
Base, Camp Upton L.L, NY, $60 (all
three) 0 About 20 6-button desk sets,
WE, some dial, some T.T., $20 each 0
ALL PLUS SHIPPING.
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JOHN ANDREWS, No. 1450
P.O. Box 277
'Days Creek, OR 97429
Tel: (503) 825-3000

,--..
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STEVE COLE, No. 210
5805 Wooded Acres Dr.
Knoxville, TN 37921
Tel: (615) 691-8790

FOR SALE OR TRADE

FOR SALE - ALL PLUS UPS

English hotel type phone marked R.P.
Gerland & Co. Electrical Engineers &
Electro Platers. Accrington. Walnut,
spear hook, inside Hunnings transmitter $95 0 Unmarked foreign hotel
type phone (I think an Ericsson) fork
hook, OST Ericsson receiver (similar to
Ron's page 121 upper right hand corner), $145 0 Hand generator, oak
(Ron's
page
530 #D), $40 0
Stromberg-Carlson
ringer box for
candlestick, $25 0 Patrick, Carter &
Wilkins Annunciator.
(similar to
Deveau on Ron's page 695 except no
trans. or ree.), $125 0 S.H. Couch
cradlephone, oak, w/yankee rec. (see
Ron's
page 399 #D), $145 0
Calculagraph, key wound, $95 0 W.E.
305E SPL (appears to be factory conversion of type 21 top box), dated hook &
rec., $125 0 W.E. 293 CB Compact
Wall, walnut, w/marked rec. (John's pg.
43 #7), $110, w/o rec., $95 0 B&R CB
Compact Wall, oak, $95 0 Small intercom marked "Duplex", ak, w/watch
case rec., $75 0 WE 301 Fiddle Back,
American Bell, Oak w/Pony rec. (Ron's
pg. 87), $345. w/o Pony rec., $295 D.

W.E. brass non-dial candlestick,
$65 0 W.E. cherry test set w/2-bar
mag., $30 0 W.E. 315 series oakd
magneto ringer w/original finish,
$45 0 W.E. type 127 oak extension
bell box, $21 0 W.E. ivory 202, oval
base w/dial and black E-1 handset,
$75 0 W.E. gray coin collector, 3-s1ot
- attaches on front of wall set, $75 0
W.E. nickel 20T non-dial candlestick,
$110 0 W.E. walnut type 21 top box,
$95 0 W.E. metal, black 302 w/dial,
$33 0 W.E. type
86E ringer
w/magneto, $40 0 W.E. type 1317
cathederal top, picture frame front, wall
set in original oak finish, $300 0
W.E./Gray 10L coin drawer lock,
$15 0 W.E. 5302 Conversion Desk set
w/F-1 handset & 5H dial, $25 D.
FOR TRADE
W.E. Blake wall set, wIBlake top box,
steerhorn hook, Blake battery box and
backboard.
John Infurna
Blake
Transmitter - will consider cash offer.

GARY GOFF, No. 1425
3805 Spurr Circle
Brea, CA 92621
Tel: (714) 528-3561

WANTED

FOR SALE

WE 242 arm as shown in the Nov. '87
newsletter. It is also shown in Ron's
pages 56 & 78 on the 1895 Fiddleback.
I need this badly and will trade for or
purchase. Also need a Milde transmitter as illustrated in the upper left hand
corner of Ron's pages 348, 350 & 35l.
PLEASE HELP!

Type 72 WE top box (walnut), without
hook switch. Has mag, crank, bells, terminals, excellent condition 0 English
extension ringers, walnut or birch,
refinished, all original, with old cloth
cords and modular plug for use on
modern system 0 WE oak ringer,
model 300N, 5-bar, all original, mint
condition
0
One
porcelain
'Underground
Cable' sign, in fair
condition 0 Three glass Telephone
booth signs, 5" x 25" approx., (red,
green, blue) 0 New WE rotary
trimline wall phone in brown 0 WE
2511 F two line phone (beige) 0 WE
2511 HM two line phone with hard
wired cable/amphenol for use with
hands - free unit (white) 0 WE 6040
G key with 5 round line buttons and
hold in black case, cable/amphenol 0
AE90 (light green) rotary wall phone new 0 2 old WE test units, oak, one

RON CARROLL, No. 1632
81 Avenel Blvd., Apt. 115
Long Branch, NJ 07740
Tel: (201) 571-4227
WA
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with bells, terminals, strap (Ron's book,
pg. 580D) 0 One GTE Starlite
Touchtone wall phone - beige - new 0
Sears oak wall phone (Ron's book, pg.
577C) with all original parts except
receiver, transmitter has long arm, no
markings D.
WANTED
My wife acquired her grandfather's
phone from Marcelin, Sask., Canada. It
is a Northern Electric (WE) 1317. It was
converted to handset in 1951. Would
like to acquire the original receiver,
receiver hook, and long arm transmitter. It was installed in his home in 1919
and used continuously through the sixties and early seventies.

RICHARD CAPON, No. 324
2614 N.W. 29th Dr.
Boca Raton, FL 33434
Tel: (305) 487-2124
WANTED
DEAD OR ALIVE!
One hook for a WE desk stand to accommodate a 144 or 706A type receiver. I
will pay the going price.
FOR SALE
Hook, chrome for WE/NE 3-s1ot coin
collectors, these are hard to find,
$13 0 Plate, back for WE/NE
payphones, if your back is broken, $5
will heal you 0 PACIFIC PLANTRONICS MS-50 head set, with PTT
used in FAA facilities, NEW, $25 e/w
coil cord & pouch 0 ANSWERING
MACHINE, "Genuine Bell" Code-APhone 700, $25 0 Indicator, Genuine
WE pin 2IB-49, $3 0 Staple gun, "Genuine Bell" model TM, one owner
Arizona stapler, rust free, $12 0
Staple Gun, again Bell System model
T-75, marked for 25 pair cable, $10 0
Cap, receiver for WE type 706A, $4 0
Dial WE type 2-GB, mint, $23 0 Dial
WE type 2-AB, mint, $23 0 Transmitter, long arm, cast iron for WE/NE complete with faceplate and cup, no
mouthpiece, needs paint & the stem
bolt, $20 0 Insulator, marked AM
TEL & TEL Co., No.8, $8, great
paperweight! 0 Magneto, small out of
an EE-8 phone, "puts out", $9 0 ALL
ITEMS PLUS POST CHARGES.
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CAROL VAUGHN, No. 1315
1720 Lucille St.
Anderson, CA 96007
Tel: (916) 365-3854
FOR SALE
Sign: Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.
'Telephone Business Office', (see photo),
$300.

TOM GUENIN, No. 971
310 North Hambden St.
Chardon, OH 44024
Tel: (216) 285-4931
FOR SALE
WATCH FOBS: Federation of Telephone
Workers, Penn. 300 type phone on front
- reverse side; Telephone Work For
Telephone Workers, $38 0 The Nova
Scotia System Local & Long Distance,
candlestick transmitter and receiver on
front - reverse; When In Doubt Telephone
And Find Out, $125 D.
Telephone Directory - Buffalo, N.Y., 1934,
$15 0 350 plus Old Bell System ads
from magazines, $65 0 Unmarked
longpole receiver, coil missing inside cap,
$145 D Telephone & Telephone Apparatus Catalogue: Standard Telephone
& Cables Limited, 1939, $20 D.
POSTERS: Telephone Directory Game,
AT&T, 1975; What To Do In An
Emergency, AT&T, 1975; How We Get
Help, AT&T, 1964, $12.50 each.
POSTERS: How The Telephone Works,
AT&T, 1964, corner tom, $10; Poster
showing large dial, NYT, 22W' x 22W',
$10.
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BOB SNOUFFER, No. 265
Box 307
Salome, AZ 85348
Tel: (602) 395-3633
FOR SALE
Many of the faceplates left from the last
ad D Canadian Independent faceplate,
brass, $12: nickle, $14 0 Original
mouthpieces, minor defects, $2 to $4
each. Same prices on repaired originals
... WE, AE, and Kellogg. (repaired is
NOT restored to new. I'm not that
good) D Original pony receiver
magnets, only $3.50; or 10 for $30;
Repro top terminals, $3.25 pro D
Assorted old cranks with pins - need
handles,
$10 doz. D Old WE
candlestick cups, brass/black, $4 nickel, $4.50 D Dial, base, ringer, network mounted on Mickey bottom plate,
$17.50 D For oak wall phones, long old
hook and switch, our choice, only
$11.50 D NEW Mini-ntwk., $3.50; by
the dozen, $39 ($3.25 each) D Old AE
bottom plates, $1; $11 dozen 0 Deco
candlestick cup mount pin/screw set,
$75 ea. D Original Leich receiver
shells (marked), $3.50 - a repro cap to fit,
$2.50 D Old sic rec. caps (screws onto
magnet), good, but dirty, $3 ea. D
Thousands
of parts
for' DECO
candlesticks, reasonable prices and
quantity discounts
D SHIPPING
COSTS EXTRA ON ALL SALES - @
15% of the bill - excesses refunded.

BILL NICOL, No. 1357
8 Everton Crt.
St. Catherines, Ontario L2N 6R3
Canada
Tel: (416) 937-1360
FOR TRADE (SEE PHOTO)
Would like to trade this Western Electric
phone preferably for Canadian items, but
I am open to offers.
WANTED
Inside
hardware
from
Blake
transmitter
D Double red band
longpole receiver D Canadian Blake
backboard, bottom box, and crowsfoot D Rattlesnake receiver cord D
Glass mouthpiece D WE single battery
tray D WE or NE steerhorn switch
hook D Also, want any interesting or
wellmarked Canadian phones, part, signs,
books, or attachments.

EDWIN GERSON, No. 286
55 Old Powers PI.
Atlanta, GA 30327
Tel: (404) 955-5511
WANTED
Any telephone or non-paper advertising
material
from "GERSON
ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.", of Phildelphia.
Referral fee paid for successful leads.
Premium prices paid.

GERRY BILLARD, No. 76
21710 Regnart Rd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
Tel: (408) 252-2104
WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE
WE dial number holders, large need.
Also, WE dial finger wheels.

WANTED:
candlesticks
Huckeby.

Small company
- contact John
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STEVE HILSZ, No. 22
P.O. Box 429
Salome, AZ 85348
reI: (602) 859-3595
FOR SALE
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ART HYDE, No. 702
68 Sahnnon Rd.
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario P6A 4J5
Canada
Tel: (705) 949-6879

Black A.E. payphones
wired as
FOR SALE
operating extensions with coin door &
L.M. Ericcson magneto desk set, pat.
2 keys, plus upper housing key, all ready
date, Oct. 29th, 1895, with original hand
to go, $95 plus shipping 0 Western
painted scene and original green cords
Electric type 128B number card holder
and distribution box. Excellent condition,
for candlesticks, this is the type that the
see Ron's Book ~
hone less
mouthpiece screws through, $3.
....
fferent scene, $150 0 so
;;.e:="".L:...l..l:rma
23-J pays
n
ray o.
each 0 Kellogg and other styles 11 com c
5.
number card holders for transmitters,
WANTED
$2.50 each 0 Missing the plunger for
your A.E. type #50 wall phone? ComManhattan-Farr wide 2-bar maroon mag
plete plunger and ferrule sets available
with thin brass drive wheel (pg. 69, Ron's
for $6.50 per set.
book) 0 also need the short Manhattan
steer horn switch hoook and short switch
that bolts through the side of the top box
(see pages 69 & 339, Ron's book) 0 The
RON KNAPPEN, No. 45
above parts are for the oak FarrR.R. 3, Box 590
Manhattan No.1 set on page 10, Ron's
Price guide (the 3-boxer) 0 Also need
Galesville, WI 54630
the Blake metal trans. parts only - have
Tel: (608) 582-4124
the Blake box for the above Farr.
FOR SALE
Large heavy bar of solder w/raised letters - Bell System, $28 - worth of solder
for $22 (If we keep it, we'll use it!) 0
N.O.S. original brown cloth WE coiled
handset cords - 3-strands, $13 or all 5
at $11 each D.
1940's oddity: An attempt at turning a
straight cloth cord into a coil by adding
a rubber gidget. What you get is an excellent
original
perhaps
unused
speciman including the old black handset cloth cord, $5.75 (we have only one
of these!).
Old fully cloth brown WE operators
cord over 78" long, all coiled, having
about 13 terminal ends through out
N.O.S. Old, unused, excellent (like new),
$15 or take all 14 for $12 each 0 Could
be used as handset cords and be neat
where your customer wants a 30'.

JIM BAKER, No. 1642
704 Medway Rd.
Hagerstown, MD 21740
WANTED
Dial cis and wall crank phones in bad
condition. Reason: I like those old
phones but my bank account won't let
me buy good ones. Plus I enjoy fixing
them up!

FOR SALE
(ALL ITEMS PLUS UPS)
NOS handset, similar to WE F1, marked ATM, $10 0 Hardcover book,
Michigan Bell, "Safety Code For Plant
Employees", 1930, nice, $10 0 Near
mint, Williams OST milk bottle receiver
with marked cap, $130 0 Automatic
Electric type 90 wallset, black, still in
original box, circa 1957, $45 0 Mint
Southern California Telephone Co.
employee badge, blue-bell,number 2043,
$40 0 Excellent Art Deco style AE
round base monophone, black, new cover
on base, $75 0 Book, softcover, "The
Magneto Telephone", circa 1906, illustrated, $20 0 Original version
Automatic Electric Starlite, (similar to
WE Princess) with AC power cord,
powder blue, $20 0 Near-mint
playphone toy candlestick, with original
box, $50 D.
WANTED

DOUGLAS BONE, No. 347
RR #1
lefroy, Ontario, LOL 1WO
Canada
Tel: (7005) 456-2300
FOR SALE OR TRADE
BEST OFFER
Manhattan Electric N.Y. square base cis
with marked trans. and receiver. Good
original nickel plating 0 Canadian Bell
Tel. 3-box Blake set in walnut with double red band receiver.
RICHARD THOMPSON, No. 1509
143 Bar Gate Trail
Killingworth, CT 06417
Tel: (203) 663-1772
FOR SALE
Red (pink) 302, plastic case has a few
cracks, sacrifice $45 as-is, or trade for 202
with dial 0 Two F-1 handsets with
elements, $5 each 0 Brand new ITT
touch-tone sets, $25 each, includes
shipping.
WANTED
Large round illuminated sign that goes
on the roof of outdoor phone booth 0
Flourescent light for 60's outdoor
booth 0 Also, want all kinds of 50-60's
outdoor phone booths and related
equipment.

jWe Want You At The Indy Show!i
MAY 1988

JON KOLGER, No. 561
108 Stoneycreek Overlook
Noblesville, IN 46060
Tel: (317) 773-6824

Colored number cards for WE 302
dials 0 Misc. parts for early colored
cradlephones, such as dial blanks, handsets, caps, etc 0 Always seeking early
colored cradlephones, particularly AE
round-base and square-basedesk sets 0
I am also buying other makes such as
North Electric, Leich, Stromberg-Carlson,
etc. 0 Making equally generous offers
on unusual acoustic telephones. I am particularly seeking sets with magneto
signalling and/or speaking-listening
tubes 0 Also, interested in homemade
examples. What do you have?

DAVID OLSON, No. 1235
7216 Crowbar Rd.
Muskego, WI 53150
Tel: (414) 679-3000
FOR SALE
WE 107B speakers/amplifiers, $10 - use
for group listening or voice signaling/paging 0 We 108AA speaker phone
speakers/amplifiers, $25, use to replace
defective units in 4A speakerphones 0
PCI 4A speakerphones (complete),
$40 D.
WANTED
WE or NE call directors 2630 or 2631
with speakerphone transmitter 0 2365
30-button concentrator 0 1630 or 1631
(lO-button TT pad) 0 Also need
Chicago lock, round key, L-17 D.
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---------~ICUSSIFIEncAf)Scl~--------MICHAEL BRUNER, No. 1362
69S0 Walnut Lake Rd.
W. Bloomfield, MI 4S033
Tel: (313) 661-2359

the bell. This sign is Canadian, flange
and 2-sided. Mint condition - blue on
white, $SO 0 IS" x IS" TELEPHONE, has a '39 bell that says SERFOR SALE
VICE and circles around bells, flanged,
white on blue, chipping on the flange,
SIGNS: S" x IS" Public Telephone Pay
but the.rest is mint, $SO 0 IS" x IS"
Station, flangged, blue porcelain, with
PUBLIC TELEPHONE, has Local &
white letters (just about as mint as you
Long Distance in the center, flanged,
can find), $90 0 14' x 14' Public
white on blue background,
mint,
Telephone, white in blue background,
$S5 0
5"
x
20"
PUBLIC
flanged, says "Local & Long Distance"
TELEPHONE, this is a one-sided, three
in the center of a circle, $SO 0 IS" x
dimensional sign, blue letters on a white
IS" Bell Telephone of Canada, flanged,
background, very slight corner scuff's,
white on blue background, thin slice of
not east to find, $90 0 11" x 11"
porcelain missing on logo edge, normal
MICHIGAN BELL TEL. CO., flat, oneflange chips, has '39 bell with service in
sided, '21 bell, slight scuff's on bottom,
center, $100 0 10" x 14" flat one sidbut hardly noticeable, porcelain missing
ed sign, white on blue letters "Warning
in upper right corner that has been
Underground Cable, Before Digging In
touched up, left top corner the same,
This Area, Contact Baraga Telephone
this is a tough sign to get in any condiCo., Baraga, Michigan", it's in super
tion, $170 0 11" x 11" NEW YORK
shape and is a rare cable sign, $25 0
TEL. CO., flanged 2-sided, '21 bell,
Same as above but reads, "Cradon
seems to have been coated with a clear
Telephone Company, Crandon, Wisconspray, could have had this to hide slight
sin," - just as tough to find, $25 0
frosting, looks good though, just very
Same as above, but reads, "Mosel &
minor scuffing, $S5 0 10" x 10"
Centerville Tel. Co., Cleveland, WisconPUBLIC TELEPHONE, with shield
sin" Try to find this one!, $25 0 IS"
that says "Local & Long Distance" in
round public telephone, flanged, blue letcenter, two diamonds on each side and
ters on a white background, has a '39
is made of very heavy porcelain. The
bell, minor edge chips, 2-sided, $75 0
flange is missing it's porcelain from
14" x 14" PUBLIC TELEPHONE with
about the middle on up. Porcelain loss
Local & Long Distance in circle, this is
also cuts about one inch into sign near
the one that has the reflective coating
the top. Still looks OK, and this style
that is an off-white color. Has no
sign is about impossible to find,
porcelain where flange meets the face.
$120 0 11" x 11" PUBLIC TELEStill looks real nice, $65 0 16" x 20"
PHONE, flanged, 2-sided, has circle
PUBLIC TELEPHONE with arrow,
that says "Local & Long Distance", this
flat 2-sided, hanging grommets on the
one is different in that the logo is larger
top, small chip on border, sharp!
than normal and the flange is not near$150 0 2W' x 11" TELEPHONE ly as wide as normal- really a freak lookblack letters on white background, baking variety, porcelain loss on the bottom
ed enamel on metal. (These were made
and top of the flange, the rest is nice,
by an independent sign company to sell
to private individuals. Has very slight - $90 0 6" x 10" TELEPHONE, flanged 2-sided has the circle with' 39 bell in
loss of black lettering, but can be touchthe center that says SERVICE, Canaed up in a jiffy, $IS 0 10" x 14" flat,
dian for sure, porcelain is gone along
one-sided, says "WARNING UNDERflange/face corner on the back side, still
GROUND CABLE - before digging in
is in great shape, $SO 0 6" x 10"
this area, contact Valders Telephone
TELEPHONE, FLANGED 2-sided,
Company, Valders, Wisconsin, chip on
blue on white, has '39 bell with the word
bottom, again, this is a real scarce cable
SERVICE in it, Bell Canada logo, some
sign, (white letters on blue background),
porcelain loss along the bottom mear
$25 0 4" x IS" TELEPHONE, has
the flange, rest looks nice, $110 0 Like
black letters on a white background.
the one above except white on blue
Wall mount flange is made so it gives
porcelain, very light porcelain loss on
better support, also has an arrow, mint,
one side at the flange/face bend,
$SO 0 12" x 12" CABLE sign from
$110 0 7Vz" x IS" PUBLIC
General Tel. of Kentucky, blue letters
TELEPHONE, flange, 2-sided, big
on white,
$IS 0 IS"
x IS"
block
type
letters
"PUBLIC
TELEPHONE, has a '39 bell that says
TELEPHONE", about mint, $100 0
SERVICE with 2 blue circles around

MAY 1988

12" x 12" Cable sign, flat, one-sided,
blue letters on white background, from
GENERAL
TELEPHONE
COMPANY of the NORTHWEST, about -,
mint, $23 0 SW' x 35" TELEPHONE, flat, 2 sided, has an arrow with
the '39 bell logo in the center, a small
amount of roughness on one side, overall
a great looking piece, $90 0 ISW' x
30" WESTERN UNION, flat, 2-sided,
has white border line, arrow at the bottom, manufacturers code number of
some sort says 96B on the bottom right,
white on blue, a really scarce sign to find
in mint condition, a super display piece!
$IS0 0 29"
x 20"
PUBLIC
TELEPHONE, flat, 2-sided, '39 bell
logo in circle, I have never seen another
one of these, it's a real oddity, just a couple of minor edge chips, $160 0 6"
round Bell Telephone Co. STOP ACCIDENTS sign. Three color sign that
was used on company trucks, it's just
a speciman though, because it's kind of
scarred up, $25 0 I have four old glass
inserts for telephone booths that say
telephone on them. Not real old but in
nice shape, I'd like to sell them as a set,
two green, one white, one blue, $45 0
Wooden folding ruler that says
MODERN HOMES HAVE HANDY
PHONES, nice shape, $20 0 Round j
IVz" MOUNTAIN
STATES tape
measure, '21 bell logo, $35 0 ILLINOIS BELL TELEPHONE CO., S"
decal, '39 bell logo, $30 0 6" BELL
SYSTEM decal, '64 logo, self adhesive,
$25 0 Assortment of Bell & Independent Tele. Co. matchbook covers to sell
as a set, call for description.
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PLAN NOW!
Together, we will
make Indianapolis
the best show we
have ever had.
Your presence will
make it possible.
Send your registration to Jon
Kolger and your
suggest.ions to
John Huckeby.
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